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Designing the distributed architecture
DIPS for cooperative software
engineering

Daniel Scherer †, Tobias Murer ‡ and Andy W ürtz §

Computer Engineering and Networks Laboratory (TIK), Swiss Federal Institute of
Technology (ETH), CH-8092 Zurich, Switzerland

Abstract. Cooperative software engineering typically involves many actors and
resources that cooperate in a complex distributed and heterogeneous world. In the
DIPS (Distributed Integrated Process Services) project, a three-dimensional model
is used for the definition, enactment and tracing of software development
processes, which expresses both structure and evolution of such processes. This
paper discusses how an optimal architecture was evaluated to implement the
process model in a process support framework. Process-specific and general
requirements are identified, and expected usage patterns of a DIPS-based
environment are analysed. A set of potential architecture variants is proposed, and
implications of the requirements and usage patterns on the variants are discussed
qualitatively. An evaluation of the architecture alternatives leads to the design of
the hybrid DIPS architecture based on distributed heterogeneous objects. The
prototype DIPS implementation is briefly outlined.

1. Introduction

The emergence of distributed objects and component
technologies together with decreasing communication
costs allows for increasing numbers of applications to
be run as widely distributed heterogeneous systems.
Software engineering is increasingly regarded as a widely
distributed cooperative process involving many actors and
resources. Producers weaken their enterprise boundaries
by sharing and linking their development processes,
resulting in tightly cooperating networks of enterprises,
so-called virtual enterprises. This, together with the
globalization and increasing pace of software deve-
lopment requires highly integrated software development
environments. An environment for software development
processes must run on many heterogeneous platforms and
integrate heterogeneous tools, and provide a homogeneous
perception of the process to users [3, 4, 12]. The
DIPS (Distributed Integrated Process Services) project
(subproject of GIPSY (Generating Integrated Process
support SYstems)) [8, 9] defines a formal process model
for this purpose, and implements this model in a distributed
framework for cooperative software engineering. It is based
on an architecture of distributed objects which supports
integration of heterogeneous tools on widely distributed
platforms, and this paper presents the ideas leading to the
design of the architecture.
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After briefly introducing the DIPS process model, this
paper deals primarily with the issue of how to map the
model to a distributed architecture of a process framework
that is suitable for implementation. It presents architectural
requirements that are derived from the model, including
usage patterns, and discusses how different architecture
variants meet the requirements, thus leading to an optimal
architectural choice. While the usage patterns are initially
estimated, they have been confirmed by preliminary
measurements performed with small processes, and future
measurements will provide more exact data that will allow
the prototype to be improved in a bootstrapping way.

The main focus is on features that distinguish different
architecture variants, and, to a lesser degree, on features
that are common to all designs, in order to be able to
perform a meaningful comparison of variants to find the
optimal one. The emphasis is on keeping the design simple,
modular and extensible, and on finding the most necessary
properties of such an architecture through a qualitative
rather than a quantitative discussion. The analysis of
requirements and usage patterns in absolute terms would
provide a worthwhile exercise in itself but is beyond the
scope of this paper—the assumption here is that upon
implementation of the derived architecture, an adequate
technology is chosen. The implementation of the DIPS
architecture under construction based on a simple home-
made object request broker (ORB) is presented, which
may later be ported to a CORBA-compliant ORB [10] and
possibly integrated in the WWW.
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2. The DIPS 3D process model

The DIPS process model represents a formal model for
software development processes [3], on which the DIPS
process support framework is based [8, 9]. The framework
can be used to create a specific environment by plugging
specific highly integrated tools (used in individual process
steps) into the framework.

2.1. Process structure

The working hypothesis for the process model is that
all data (contract, specification, implementation, code,
test case, manual, etc) produced during development and
maintenance of a software product can be represented as
a partially ordered set of objects (documents), created by
different tools. Every object carries the information of part
of the software product and typically depends on other
objects. These dependencies define the ordering of the
set. The definition of the process structure is then derived
from the product structure, leading to a two-dimensional
directed acyclic graph (DAG) whose edges represent the
dependencies (figure 1). The nodes in the DAG consist
of atomic processes representing individual objects, and of
compound processes which contain other processes (atomic
or compound). This defines a hierarchy of processes (sub-
and superprocesses), with a compound process at the top,
representing a software product’s process.

Software Product Structure Software Process Structure

induces
specification

test case

test result

source

code

product idea

Figure 1. Product structure induces process structure.

Every atomic process carries one content attribute
which represents its sole object under development. Objects
are created and edited using highly integrated tools, and
are not only simple documents but are entities in the
object-oriented sense, i.e. consist both of data and of
metadata, i.e. conceptually include the data’s code (tool).
Objects are therefore very heterogeneous. High-level
semantic integration of tools is achieved by using extensible
tool components created by using the tool generator of
the associated CHIPS (Components for Highly Integrated
Process Support) project. Every process has multiple
structural attributes used to store dependencies and (for
atomic processes) all information about the represented
object except its content (completion state, type, access
privileges, etc); structural attributes may be compared to
directory information of a filing system.

During process enactment, the resulting parts of the
emerging software product are stored in the (content

attributes of the) atomic processes, and dependencies
to neighbouring processes are validated. Processes can
assume different states, represented by colours in the DAG.
A process can attain at most four different states from
creation until it reaches a non-modifiable state: planned,
in work, confirmed and history (detailed below). The
completion of a process requires a well-defined formal
condition associated with the process to be fulfilled
(confirmed); a dependent process can only be completed
after the previous ones have been done; the colouring
of the DAG thus illustrates the workflow. Checking
these formal conditions may require the execution of
evaluation procedures involving multiple processes and is
only possible due to high-level semantic tool integration
which prevents misinterpretation of data.

2.2. Process evolution

The process structure may change either when it is edited,
i.e. when new processes and dependencies are added or
existing ones are deleted, or when a rollback operation
is performed to allow previously done process steps to
be redone. In order to record the previous results, the
process model provides a third dimension, the history
dimension (figure 2). The process to be revised and all
its dependants move down the history dimension, now
creating a history layer (not modifiable any more), and
a new part of the top (current) process layer is created.
Different versions of a process may thus be found by
navigating along the history dimension of a process. Since
full versioning and dependency information is contained
in the process structure, this enables straightforward
integration of configuration management in an architecture
that implements the process model.

Process Dependencies
Concurrent Workflow

Process History
Process Versions

Figure 2. Process dimensions.

2.3. Process linking

A software product’s development process often requires
information about existing products. This fact may
be reflected by installing links to other processes
containing completed products, so that they are referenced.
This powerful feature extends the scope of a process
while ensuring that processes remain independent during
definition and enactment. Likewise, the tools used to carry
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out individual steps within a process may also be linked
to their respective development processes. As a vision,
the processes of many individual developers (enterprises)
together may be regarded as one large global development
process consisting of many linked processes.

3. Derived requirements

In order to implement a software engineering framework
for processes defined by the DIPS process model, an
architecture for such a framework must be defined. Features
and requirements for the architecture as well as expected
usage patterns may be derived from the process model.
These may then be used to design an optimal architecture.

3.1. General features and requirements

An architecture for a software engineering framework based
on the DIPS process model must provide support for
distributed cooperative operation on multiple processes,
allow process definition and subsequent editing, process
enactment (execution, control, tracing), and process
navigation and queries. It must provide storage and
management of all process data (structure and content)
with version and configuration management for objects and
adequate levels of security, and it should be implemented
in a modular and extensible way and be scalable to support
widely distributed processes.

It needs to support heterogeneous objects and tools
on heterogeneous platforms, and integration services for
high-level semantic integration of CHIPS-generated tools,
together with messaging among objects. Messaging allows
for independence of objects from platforms, thus enabling
heterogeneous objects; it allows for independence of objects
and tools from the process framework; and it allows
for independence of individual objects from each other.
It requires a basic set of DIPS messages to be defined
and adherence by the objects, tools and process support
framework to the defined message protocols.

These qualitative features must be met by any design
for an architecture. They are mandatory and serve to
determine which architectures may be considered at all,
but they do not provide any further distinction among the
possible architectures; therefore, they are not discussed in
greater detail here.

3.2. Specific requirements

There are a number of requirements that need to be
met only to a reasonable degree, and the design of an
optimal architecture should attempt to meet them as well as
possible. These requirements include simplicity, reliability,
availability, and, of greatest interest when comparing
designs, appropriate efficiency.

Efficiency should minimize resource usage (memory,
disk space, network bandwidth, time, etc), whereby time
is the most important factor: while no absolute real-time
limits need to be considered, the average time for an
automatic operation to complete should be kept as low
as possible; in particular, the more frequent an operation,

the smaller the response time should be. An optimal
architecture would be designed in such a way that most
operations involve only the host where the operation
originated or its local area network (whose delay is already
noticeable under typical network bandwidth assumptions),
and few involve communication over a wide area network
(whose delay is tolerable for infrequent operations).

3.3. User operation types

In order to provide for an efficient design which should
minimize the usage of resources, the operations to be
performed when using a DIPS-based environment need to
be analysed. This requires a definition of basic operation
types, after which usage patterns may be established that
characterize the number of such basic operations effected
on specific data during a given time interval.

Performing distributed cooperative software engineer-
ing, multiple participants (users) work on different parts
(subprocesses) of the process concurrently, but two cannot
work on the same part at the same time. The envisaged pro-
cess support framework provides graphical representations
of the process structure to give an overview of structure and
state of the process, and to facilitate process navigation and
browsing (which are expected to be frequent operations).
An operation executed by a participant originates on his
part of the process, called ‘source’ with respect to that op-
eration, and may involve other parts of the process, in the
same compound process as the source (called ‘near’ logical
distance) and/or any other parts of the process (called ‘far’
logical distance). All accesses to the content attribute of an
atomic process are handled by the atomic process, involv-
ing some structural attributes too. Therefore, no operation
can involve only content attributes. A message from a rep-
resented object in a content attribute to another such object
is routed via their respective atomic processes.

User operations performed during development of a
software product in a DIPS-based environment include
process definition and enactment, editing and confirmation
of individual objects, and navigation and browsing of
processes and individual objects. From these, five types
of basic user operations may be identified (which will be
abbreviated), as follows:

(i) Struc: editing of structural attributes through
process definition and enactment (including rollbacks).
Operations which modify dependencies, states and
other structural attributes of processes (except for
operations of the next two types), which may involve
multiple processes at once.

(ii) Cont: editing of content attributes of atomic
processes. Operations which modify content attributes
(representing objects) of atomic processes; these
operations only involve one represented object at a time
but may effect multiple read accesses to the content, and
some also modify structural attributes such as states.

(iii) Eval: execution of evaluation procedures on content
attributes. Operations which evaluate formal conditions
associated with atomic processes (concerning the
objects in the content attributes under development,
which may effect read accesses to other such objects).
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These may create new content information of atomic
processes, and may thereby also modify structural
attributes such as states.

(iv) Nav: navigation on process structure. Operations
which only perform read accesses and only on structural
process attributes, and may involve multiple processes
at once.

(v) Qry : queries and browsing on process structure
and content. Operations which only perform read
accesses and which may involve accesses to any process
attributes (structural and content) and to multiple
processes.

Further operations may be envisaged which may
be regarded as combinations of the basic operation
types, e.g. the definition of a configuration may involve
both navigation through processes and storage of the
configuration in the process (process editing).

Since some operations involve only the structural
process attributes and others involve both structural and
content attributes, this suggests that an analysis of
operations should distinguish between accesses to structural
and to content attributes. Whether or not the distinction
then is reflected in the architecture is an issue to be
discussed in the architectural design.

3.4. Usage patterns

After defining basic operation types, usage patterns may
be estimated by assuming a process of a specific size
and quantitatively analysing a specific assumed load of
operations performed by users on that process. The
usage patterns are then established by careful estimation.
Obviously, measurements could not have been performed
before the prototype was built, so estimates were used as a
basis for the usage patterns needed to design the architecture
of the prototype, but thereafter the estimates may be
tuned by performing measurements in order to improve the
architecture in a bootstrapping procedure. The orders of
magnitude of the usage patterns have been confirmed by
preliminary measurements performed on small processes
using a prototype environment under construction, and
more thorough measurements are envisaged for the future.

3.4.1. Process size assumptionsAs a basis for a
quantitative analysis, a large nearly-completed process
containing a hierarchy of approximately 500 subprocesses
is assumed, as follows:

• on average four history layers per process (the total
number of history layers in the whole process hierarchy
will be much larger than four, but not every process has
an older version in every history layer);

• on average four subprocesses (atomic or compound) per
compound process;

• 20 compound processes in the original process
definition (i.e. original hierarchy without history).

Resulting process size:

20× (1 compound+ 4 subprocesses)× (1 current+ 4 his-
tory) layers= 500 processes.

Further size measures:

• average size of one process (all structural attributes of
an atomic or compound process, not counting content
attributes or subprocesses): 1 kB;

• average size of one content attribute (representing one
object): 50 kB;

• average number of participants working on a process,
respectively workstations involved (one process hierar-
chy representing a software product): 10.

While larger processes are conceivable, it is more likely
that such processes will be defined in individual parts,
enacted independently and connected using the feature of
process linking. It is, however, possible that multiple
independent processes run simultaneously in one process
support environment, but since primarily the relative
numbers of operations within one process are of importance
to the design, multiple processes are not considered further
here.

3.4.2. Analysis For a quantitative analysis, an estimated
maximum load of user operations performed during one
day on one process of the size described above is assumed.
While the chosen time unit of one day should allow for
a reasonably large number of operations, the time unit
is of little relevance insofar as the focus of this analysis
is on a relative comparison of the number of reads and
writes effected by user operations, and less on absolute
numbers. The consideration of relative numbers allows for
architectures to be compared and an optimal one to be found
with respect to requirements such as efficiency.

In table 1, the estimated effects of the above-mentioned
load of user operations on the numbers of reads and
writes are presented, distinguished by structural and content
attributes of processes, and by the logical distance of the
processes involved. The numbers represent the product
of the number of operations times either the number of
processes with involved structural attributes or the number
of content attributes concerned by an individual operation.

3.4.3. Results Since the numbers only represent
estimates, they should only be used to draw qualitative
conclusions. The following five results may be gained by
studying the table, and these should be considered in the
design of an architecture (whereby the second and third
results have been derived together with the first one).

(i) Read accesses to structural attributes are much more
frequent than any other read or write accesses.

(ii) Read accesses to structural attributes are much more
frequent than to content attributes.

(iii) For structural and content attributes, reads are much
more frequent than writes.

(iv) Write accesses to content attributes only occur where
the effecting operation originates.

(v) For structural and content attributes, for reads and
writes, access frequencies to structural or content
attributes are greater for ‘near’ logical distance than
for ‘far’ logical distance.
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Table 1. Reads and writes effected by user operations. Key: • Struc, Cont, Eval, Nav, Qry: five basic types of user
operations as detailed above; • Reads: number of effected individual read operations; • Writes: number of effected individual
write operations; • Struc Reads/Writes: involving one process’ structural attributes; • Cont Reads/Writes: involving one
content attribute; • Src: source process where operation originated; • Near: process in same compound process where
operation originated; • Far: any other process in the process hierarchy.

User operations
Total

Reads and writes Struc Cont Eval Nav Qry R & W

Src 50 100 50 500 100 800
Struc Near 100 50 5000 1000 6150

Far 20 10 2000 300 2330
Reads

Src 100 50 50 200
Cont Near 50 200 250

Far 10 50 60

Src 20 20 20 60
Struc Near 40 40

Far 10 10
Writes

Src 50 10 60
Cont Near 0

Far 0

4. Design of architecture

In order to perform cooperative software engineering in
an environment based on the DIPS process model, its
framework’s architecture needs to be a distributed one
which enables multiple participants to work concurrently
on individual workstations [3, 4, 7]. The architecture is
designed by considering the necessary requirements and
primarily by using the results gained from the analysis of
the estimated usage patterns to compare a representative
selection of potential architectures. After briefly discussing
different types of architectures in general, the focus is on
architectural variants distinguished by storage location of
data.

4.1. Architecture types

A distributed architecture may be either object-based or
not. A non-object-based solution such as a distributed filing
system signifying that code and data are stored separately
would not support integration of heterogeneous objects and
tools very well and is therefore not considered here. Object-
based solutions would provide for all process data (structure
and content) to be stored in the form of objects, which
is preferable considering the heterogeneous types of data
involved.

One object-based solution is an object database
(ODBMS) [2]. An ODBMS provides a high abstraction
level for objects, including access to objects through pro-
tected actions having ACID properties [1, 6]. However,
the protocols ensuring ACID properties demand consid-
erable resource usage (particularly communication band-
width) that prevent scalability of the architecture to world-
wide dimensions. Assuming an ODBMS client/server ar-
chitecture using a central storage server, access to objects
by clients typically involves (costly) transferral of the ob-
jects to the clients to execute them locally (which demands
a homogeneous environment). Support for heterogeneous
platforms, tools and objects is generally difficult to achieve.

An ODBMS is more suitable for millions of fine-grained
(primarily homogeneous) objects than for smaller numbers
of larger heterogeneous objects as they are typically re-
quired in a process support environment.

Another object-based solution is an object bus (object
request broker, ORB) architecture. This is the more
universal and flexible approach; it still allows access to
databases by means of object adapters where necessary
[10]. All objects are accessed via messages on the
machine where they reside, i.e. they remain on the host
where they are able to live. This enables integration of
heterogeneous tools and objects used on heterogeneous
platforms by utilizing object request brokers and object
adapters that handle the desired protocols and messages.
Transferral of messages instead of whole objects requires
less communication bandwidth, thus providing a greater
possibility of scalability to large dimensions. While the
abstraction level of objects is lower than in ODBMSs and
access to objects through protected actions would have to
be provided by additional object services, this also provides
the opportunity to utilize leaner protocols, as full ACID
properties are generally not required in a process support
environment. An ORB architecture type is therefore chosen
for its framework.

4.2. Architecture variants

The most distinctive feature of a distributed architecture
represents the storage location of data, therefore this
represents the prime feature for distinguishing architecture
variants. In order to be able to perform meaningful
comparisons, three extreme architectures are chosen: a
client/server solution with one central server, a fully
distributed (non-replicated) architecture, and a fully
replicated architecture. Advantages and disadvantages are
qualitatively compared and subsequently summarized in a
table, and a hybrid architecture is derived from this which
attempts to combine properties of different variants in an
optimal manner.
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4.2.1. Client/server architecture The simplicity
requirement suggests that all process data should reside on
one central storage server, which also provides for excellent
data consistency at no extra cost. All (other) participants’
hosts permanently assume the role of client (in contrast
to general object bus architectures, where roles alternate).
All data are accessed on the single ORB server via
messages, which may require considerable communication
bandwidth (particularly for messages involving large
contents), providing low efficiency and possibly even
leading to congestion. Heterogeneous objects are unlikely
to be supported well since they all have to live on the
same (server) platform. Redundancy and availability can
be improved at a small cost since it is relatively easy
to perform periodic backups as only one data source is
involved, and a backup server could take over as a whole
whenever the central server is down.

4.2.2. Distributed architecture The realization that
every participant in a software development process works
on a different part of the process suggests that process
data should be distributed in such a way that every
participant’s part resides on his workstation (respectively
the nearest machine that always remains on-line, if personal
workstations are shut down while not in use). The process
data are distributed among all participating hosts without
replication. In this way, support for heterogeneous objects
is easily provided, and the design remains relatively simple.
However, redundancy and availability can only be provided
at a considerable cost, as a backup would need to be
performed at every host. Even though failure of a host
would only concern a small part of the process data, the
loss of some structural process information could result in
large parts of the process hierarchy becoming inaccessible.
(Imagine losing some directory information in a hierarchical
filing system!) Data consistency is easily achieved except
when data have to be moved due to a failure. In order to
assess read and write efficiency, a fair assumption (derived
from result (v)) is that most processes will be defined in
such a way that the logical distance (source/near/far) of
processes correlates with the geographical distance (of hosts
where processes are stored)—this leads to an increasing
access efficiency with decreasing logical distance (accesses
occur via messages forwarded by ORBs).

4.2.3. Replicated architecture Result (iii) stating that in
general reads are much more frequent than writes suggests
that all process data should be replicated on all hosts, so that
every host has a complete set of all process data, resulting
in excellent redundancy and availability, but high usage
of disk space. If every object is replicated on every host
and must be able to live there, heterogeneous objects and
platforms are virtually impossible. The ORBs will handle
all read access messages locally (very efficiently), but all
writes involve costly broadcasts of update messages to all
other hosts; these may include large content messages.
Write efficiency values here include the cost of keeping
replicated data consistent, and complicated protocols are
required to ensure a tolerable level of data consistency.

4.3. Deriving the optimal architecture

In order to be able to derive an optimal design by combining
the three extreme architectural variants, assessment criteria
must be defined, i.e. the relative importance of various
features and requirements needs to be specified. Hereby,
the list of general features needs to be met by any design,
which means in particular that support for heterogeneous
objects has a high priority. Of the general requirements,
efficiency is regarded as the most important one. The
results of the usage patterns should be considered in a
design in order to provide appropriate levels of efficiency.
Of lesser importance are simplicity of design, reliability and
availability, where reasonable levels should be achieved.
The requirement of reliability is met in part by providing
appropriate degrees of consistency and redundancy. Write
operations should ensure that consistency of replicated data
is provided at a minimal delay.

4.3.1. Hybrid architecture The hybrid design attempts
to combine the three extreme architectures in such a way
that the individual advantages outweigh the disadvantages,
i.e. by utilizing the best features of every design.
Realizing that structural information is read very frequently
(result (i)) and that this is supported optimally by the
replicated architecture, this is chosen for the structural data.
Obviously, then for the structural write efficiency values
those from the replicated architecture must also be applied,
even though here the distributed architecture seems more
favourable, but result (iii) stating that reads are much more
frequent than writes confirms the better choice. To store the
content information, the distributed architecture is preferred
over the replicated one, due to the essential support for
heterogeneous objects, the large size of content information
which would result in inefficient replicated writes, result
(iv) stating that content data are (logically) only written
locally, and result (ii) implying that even reads (let alone
writes) of content information are not so frequent that the
added overhead of replication is justified.

This leads to a design where the process structure is
replicated on all hosts, and the content data are distributed
on all hosts without replication, i.e. every host carries a part
of all content data. This involves separating storage of the
content and the structural attributes of an atomic process
(since the structural data are replicated and the much larger
content data are not)—therefore, the content attributes exist
as individual (heterogeneous) objects. Objects are accessed
via DIPS messages (forwarded by ORBs) on the host where
they are stored persistently and where they are able to live,
and they merely need to fulfil the DIPS message protocols
(to be defined) in order to be able to participate in processes.

The only two features where the client/server design
is optimal can only be partly considered in the hybrid
design (signified by lighter cell shading in the table of
figure 3), as the hybrid one represents a compromise of
the three extreme designs. Following the idea of central
control in the client/server design, the concept of amaster
host is incorporated in the hybrid design: all updates of
replicated data are coordinated by and broadcast from one
so-called master host, leading to simpler protocols to ensure
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data consistency, although the optimal levels of the other
designs are not achieved. Furthermore, considering that the
total data size of the structural process information is much
smaller than the total content data size, simpler protocols
suffice for the replication of only the structural information
than for the fully replicated design.

The crucial and frequently accessed structure informa-
tion (see result (i)) is replicated on all hosts providing ex-
cellent read efficiency, availability and redundancy for this
data. This also allows another host to take over as master
relatively easily if the previous master fails. The less essen-
tial and much larger content data are not replicated, but fol-
lowing the idea of central data location in the client/server
design, the content data are backed up on the master host
in order to provide some redundancy in case of failures.

It is conceivable that in future further optimizations
are possible, for instance on the one hand it might be
beneficial to replicate some objects, particularly those
which have attained a non-modifiable state, on some

Figure 3. Distinctive features of architectures.

hosts, while on the other hand it might not be desirable
to replicate the complete process structure on all hosts
involved. Also, more flexible solutions are envisageable
where it would be possible to adapt the replication of
data dynamically at runtime in order to optimally support
changing requirements—this would, however, increase
complexity and require measurements to be performed
and acted upon continuously, and the evaluation principles
would be similar to the static case and are therefore not
investigated further here.

4.4. Summary of architectural discussion

The table given in figure 3 summarizes the features
distinguishing different architecture variants. Shaded cells
in the three extreme variants show what features have been
incorporated (to a certain degree, as a compromise) from
the respective variant in the resulting hybrid architecture.

4.4.1. Illustration Figure 4 illustrates the hybrid
architecture by a small example of two processes, each
consisting of one compound process in the current layer
only. Process A resides only on one host; process B (which
has one history layer) is replicated on two hosts, while the
individual distributed objects of its atomic subprocesses
each reside only on one host. (Backups of distributed
objects on a master host are not shown.) Processes A and
B are linked.

Process B

Process B

Process A

Computer 1

Computer 2
Computer 3

Figure 4. Hybrid architecture.

5. Implementation

5.1. Prototype

A prototype is under construction which implements the
hybrid architecture: the process structure is replicated and
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the content data are stored as non-replicated distributed
objects. It is based on Oberon System 3 [5] (and
uses the Oberon programming language), which provides
advantages for rapid construction of a prototype system
(type-safe language, dynamic linking and loading, simple
but powerful system, Gadgets user interface, persistent
objects, portability,. . . ).

A simple home-made object request broker (ORB)
architecture for distributed objects has been implemented,
using TCP/IP for communication. As all messages
among objects are routed via the process structure, the
full complexity of a CORBA-compliant general-purpose
ORB is not required. Heterogeneous objects will use
object adapters that understand a basic set of DIPS
messages (to be defined); general interoperability with
IDL-specified objects is not planned for the prototype.
A distributed process engine is available which is based
on the hybrid ORB architecture, and which provides
process navigation/browsing, definition and enactment, and
simple version and configuration management, although
not all operations are supported as distributed operations
yet. Accesses to processes and objects are planned to
be protected by simplified transactions (including long-
duration ones) having ACID-like properties, although not
to the full extent—e.g. no logging is planned to support
durability; these parts are in design or under construction;
services similar to but simpler than CORBA services are
envisaged (persistence, concurrency control, transaction,
etc).

The prototype has already been applied successfully to
support small processes at exercises of lectures at ETH,
and it also supports planning and progress of student
projects. As further parts become operational, it is
intended to be used to support larger processes including
its own development process, and more measurements of
usage patterns are to be conducted in order to further the
improvement of prototype versions in a bootstrapping way.

5.2. Evolution to a CORBA-based architecture

In order to be able to provide more of the features which are
required for large-scale or commercial operation, but which
are not well supported by the prototype (security, reliability,
etc), the transition to a CORBA-based architecture seems an
attractive option in the longer run [10]. This would enable
existing services to be utilized (persistence, concurrency
control, transaction, query, security, etc), it would facilitate
interoperability with existing IDL-specified components,
and allow the implementation efforts to concentrate on the
actual process engine. A replication service for CORBA is
however not yet available.

The currently used ORB already features execution
semantics for ORB operations inspired by those provided
by CORBA, which should facilitate the transition. The
transition would imply exchanging the underlying ORB and
services with CORBA-compliant ones, and possibly porting
the DIPS process framework to a programming language
and system where CORBA is available. Note that it is not
currently possibly to directly provide a CORBA-compliant
ORB for Oberon-implemented objects, as OMG’s CORBA

specification does not yet provide an Oberon language
mapping.

5.3. Outlook: integration in the WWW

A further possibility would be the integration of the
DIPS process framework in the WWW, in order
to facilitate widely distributed cooperative software
engineering by providing an attractive homogeneous
perception of heterogeneous process data while requiring
little administration effort for participants on heterogeneous
platforms. This could be achieved by making use of
Sun’s Java language and toolkit (supported by various
WWW browsers), in particular by using a Java-based
CORBA-compliant ORB such as Sun’s Joe, and by
porting the DIPS process framework to Java. A DIPS-
based environment could thus be downloaded automatically
from the WWW by clients in a bootstrapping manner
requiring little administration effort. A first step towards
WWW integration has already been investigated [11]
by presenting processes on the WWW, i.e. process
information can already be transferred to the WWW
automatically, but participation is not yet possible via the
WWW. The WWW could facilitate access to information
about software components required for a successful
electronic marketing of components, such as component
interoperability information extracted from processes.

6. Summary and conclusions

The DIPS project focuses on distributed cooperative
software engineering by providing distributed process
definition, enactment and tracing, and it supports high-
level tool integration. A simple three-dimensional model
to express structure (two dimensions) and evolution (third
dimension) of software processes has been introduced,
and the model has been used as the underlying concept
of the DIPS framework prototype. Implementation and
employment of a prototype will allow the DIPS process
model to be validated. The evaluation process for
the optimal system architecture for the specific process
model has been explained. An object request broker
architecture for distributed objects provides the appropriate
technology for widely distributed cooperative software
engineering. Its support for heterogeneous objects,
scalability, and modularity (components and services) is
an essential feature required by a highly integrated process
support environment, in particular heterogeneous objects
are necessary for the integration of heterogeneous tools.

Typical expected usage patterns have initially been
derived from the process model by estimation, and
the architecture is designed by considering the process
model, the analysis of the usage patterns, a representative
selection of potential architecture paradigms, and specified
requirements. The chosen hybrid approach combines the
advantages of the different architecture paradigms with
respect to the specific requirements, and it is believed that
the optimal architectural choice is achieved in this way.
It is based on distributed objects and features replication
of the frequently read process structure and distribution of
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the heterogeneous tool-dependent objects that make up the
software product being developed in the process.

A prototype is being implemented based on a home-
made object request broker architecture and has been
applied successfully to support small processes, and the
chosen design has also been validated by performing
preliminary measurements on usage patterns which have
confirmed the estimates’ orders of magnitude. Larger
more applicative process examples may be studied upon
completion of the prototype in order to carry out more
detailed measurements and emphasize the benefits of the
proposed design. The prototype is to be applied in a
bootstrapping process to develop improved versions of
itself, and the results of the evaluation process may also
be applied to create more flexible designs for dynamic
replication of data.
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